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FPCUG Notes for May 2016 
Editor:  Frank Fota ( fotafm@gmail.com ) 

 
MAY EVENTS (7:00 PM -- Falmouth Fire House, Butler Road): 
-- Tues, May 3:  Technology Workshop (Josh Cockey) 
-- Thu, May 5:  Internet Workshop (Ray Pollock) 
-- Tues, May 10:  BoD Meeting (Rick Conte, Presiding) 
-- Thu, May 12:  General Meeting.  Chris Muldrow will speak to the FPCUG about his front-row 
seat working in and watching the evolution of the World Wide Web.  Chris was one of the founders of 
Fredericksburg.com back in the mid-1990s.  His career path led him to become the Vice President of 
Internet Operations for one of the largest newspaper companies in the country.  Now he runs his own 
digital development business in Fredericksburg.  Chris has seen Internet technology shift from dialup 
access to nearly ubiquitous wireless Internet availability.  He’s partnered with companies like 
Monster.com, Google, Facebook and Zillow.  He’ll talk about what he’s seen, and what he expects to 
see in the future.  The FPCUG meeting is open to the public and refreshments will be served. 
-- Tues, May 17:  Windows 8 & 10 Workshop (Ed Alexander) 
-- Tues, May 24:  All About Your Computer Workshop (Kay Pollock) 
-- Thu, May 26:  Windows All Workshop (Jim Hopkins) 
 

APRIL ANNUAL MEETING RECAP 
Youth Services Manager Craig Graziano (England Run Branch) discussed the Central 
Rappahannock Regional Library’s (CRRL) role in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Math (STEM) education.  Mr. Graziano emphasized that STEM education is necessary in 
today's technologically-driven society.  It develops the proficiencies needed for U.S. 
students to compete in a global and innovative economy. 
 
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE NEW 'CRYPTO WARS' 
With regard to encryption, it may have appeared that everything changed in February 
when the Obama Administration demanded that Apple help the FBI unlock a dead 
terrorist's iPhone.  Eric Geller, Morning Editor and Political Reporter for the Daily Dot says, 
“Government officials and technologists have been debating since the early 1990s 
whether to limit the strength of encryption to help the law-enforcement and intelligence 
communities monitor suspects' communications.”  Encryption is publically available to all 
today.  In the linked article above, Mr. Geller presents a comprehensive overview of the 
different fights that constitute the new Crypto War, from the early months after the Sept. 
11, 2001, terrorist attacks to the present day. 
 
OUT OF A BILLION WEBSITES, THESE ARE UNFAMILIAR TO ME 
While surfing the web for the latest and greatest in tech, I stumbled upon an article that 
made me stop, look and return for more.  Writing for the website makeuseof.com, Dan 
Price described, “30 Insanely Useful Websites You Probably Don’t Know About.”  I was 
particularly interested in the OneLook Reverse Dictionary; type a concept or definition, 
enter it and a list of potential matching words results.  How useful is that?  Dan noted an 

http://www.dailydot.com/politics/encryption-crypto-wars-backdoors-timeline-security-privacy/
http://www.makeuseof.com/
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/30-insanely-useful-websites-probably-dont-know/
http://www.onelook.com/reverse-dictionary.shtml
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amazing statistic that should comfort even the tireless know-it-all.  “…as of today, there 
are a mammoth one billion websites online.  To put that into context, you’d have to visit a 
new page every second for 31 years to get through it all.”  Happy web surfing . 
 
WHAT'S UP WITH CORTANA? 
Just when you thought Microsoft was headed in the right direction, they stop and take two 
steps back.  Ryan Gavin, General Manager of Search and Cortana at Microsoft says, 
"Starting today, to ensure we can deliver the integrated search experience designed for 
Windows 10, Microsoft Edge will be the only browser that will launch when you search 
from the Cortana box."  Read the full article here.  It appears to me that Microsoft is simply 
forcing the Edge browser and Bing search engine on its users. 
 
THE SECRETS OF MEDIEVAL FONTS 

I often visit a customized version of 
Digital Rotation to see what tech 
websites are receiving attention (no cat 
videos here…).  I saw an article that I 
thought referred to downloadable fonts 
and was surprised to find it referred to 
written text.  OSNews managing editor 
Thom Holwerda suggests that due to 
“the immense variation in the manner in 
which the text is written on the 

parchment pages,” spending a day in the library examining a pile of medieval books is an 
amazing experience.  You can now obtain this experience from the comfort of your home 
via online library collections of these ancient manuscripts.  For other up close examples, 
visit the following link and click on the images. 
 
LEGALLY DOWNLOAD ALMOST ANY VERSION OF WINDOWS 
Tina Sieber, writing for makeuseof provides “a little hack that allows you to download any 
edition of Windows 7, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10 from Microsoft’s Tech Bench.”  Of 
course you have to legitimately own the version of Microsoft Windows you intend to install 
because Windows cannot be activated without the product key, present on your Certificate 
of Authenticity.  If you are using Windows 8 or a later 
version of Windows, the product key is stored in the 
computer’s BIOS and you will need help to extract it 
(see the How-To Geek article, “How to Find Your Lost 
Windows or Office Product Keys here).  

https://blogs.windows.com/windowsexperience/2016/04/28/delivering-personalized-search-experiences-in-windows-10-through-cortana/
http://www.osnews.com/story/29192/The_secrets_of_medieval_fonts
http://www.dailyrotation.com/
http://www.mmdc.nl/static/site/search/detail.html?searchMode=advanced&recordId=4934&selectedRecordId=4934&maximumRecords=15&recordDisplayLevel=1&startRecord=1&showMap=1&freetextsearch=strepel&shelfmark=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&author=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&title=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&startyear=Type+in+query&endyear=Type+in+query&alt-title=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&incipit=Type+in+query&annotation_contents=Type+in+query&contains=null&language=null&language_original=null&translator=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&type=null&keyword=Type+in+query&person=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&medium=null&script=Type+in+query&scribe=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&binding=null&binder=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&region=null&place=Type+in+query&patron=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&collection=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29#r4934
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/download-official-windows-iso-files-free-microsoft/
http://www.howtogeek.com/206329/how-to-find-your-lost-windows-or-office-product-keys/
https://www.microsoft.com/OEM/PublishingImages/NewCOA.png�
http://www.mmdc.nl/static/site/search/detail.html?searchMode=advanced&recordId=4934&selectedRecordId=4934&maximumRecords=15&recordDisplayLevel=1&startRecord=1&showMap=1&freetextsearch=strepel&shelfmark=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&author=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&title=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&startyear=Type+in+query&endyear=Type+in+query&alt-title=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&incipit=Type+in+query&annotation_contents=Type+in+query&contains=null&language=null&language_original=null&translator=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&type=null&keyword=Type+in+query&person=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&medium=null&script=Type+in+query&scribe=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&binding=null&binder=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&region=null&place=Type+in+query&patron=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29&collection=Type+in+query...+%28autocompleted%29#r4934�
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NIVEA LAUNCHES BODY ODOR-DETECTING APP 
 
 
 
 
 

Writing for Tech Times, Katrina Pascual discusses a phone cover and app developed by  
Germany-based body products maker Nivea, “the NOSE.”  The NOSE is a smell detector 
app that work with sensors in a mobile phone cover to gauge the body odor level of its 
user.  Katrina says that, “after the app “sniffs” the stench levels, it notified the user of how 
much he stinks.”  If you have ever investigated the product history of deodorant, you can 
envision this app going viral! 
 
MORE ARRESTS IN TERROR CASE AFTER IPHONE HACK 
When Apple refused to hack the iPhone owned by Syed Rizwan Farook (i.e., the San 
Bernardino shooter), the FBI paid close to $1 million for professional hackers to unlock it.  
It may be coincidence but Andrew West, writing for Patriot Update says, “It seems that this 
move has paid off, as the FBI conducted several warranted searches on Thursday, 
arresting three more people at two separate residences.”  I don’t believe that Apple or the 
FBI win brownie points for their decisions.  The FBI’s charges were not related to terrorism 
but, revealed criminal activity (marriage fraud).  However, the FBI could level additional 
charges against those arrested and others.  Those arrested were ordered to turn in their 
passports and prohibited from traveling outside of Southern California.  For more 
information about these arrests, see this link. 
 
SUPREME COURT EXPANDS FBI’S COMPUTER SEARCH POWERS 
Writing for InfoWorld, John Ribeiro says the Supreme Court “…has approved changes to 
the Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure, including Rule 41, which with some exceptions 
prohibits a federal judge from issuing a search warrant outside of the judge’s district. 

  
In other words, the courts can issue warrants to search computers 
whose locations are concealed or “spoofed” using software that 
forges the source address. 
 
 

SPYEYE MAKERS GET 24 YEARS IN PRISON 
The two developers of the infamous SpyEye botnet creation kit were convicted of 
conspiracy to commit wire and bank fraud and sentenced in Atlanta, Georgia to a 

http://www.techtimes.com/articles/153659/20160426/deodorant-manufacturer-nivea-launches-body-odor-detecting-app.htm
http://gbtimes.com/blogs/short-history-antiperspirants-and-deodorant
http://patriotupdate.com/arrests-terror-case-iphone-hack/
http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-fbi-serves-san-bernardino-warrants-20160428-story.html
http://www.dailyrotation.com/cgi-bin/linez2/load.cgi?http://www.infoworld.com/article/3063552/privacy/supreme-court-approves-rule-change-that-expands-fbi-computer-search-powers.html#tk.rss_news&foo=Supreme%20Court%20approves%20rule%20change%20that%20expands%20FBI%20computer%20search%20powers%2004-30-2016&des=The%20Supreme%20Court%20has%20adopted%20amendments%20to%20a%20rule%20to%20give%20judges%20the%20authority%20to%20issue%20warrants%20to%20remotely%20search%20computers%20whose%20locations%20are%20concealed%20using%20technology.The%20proposed%20move%20had%20been%20criticized%20by%20civil%20rights%20groups%20and%20companies%20lik
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2016/04/spyeye-makers-get-24-years-in-prison/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2X5GUXUGM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2X5GUXUGM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2X5GUXUGM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2X5GUXUGM�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ih2X5GUXUGM�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/7/72/IP_spoofing_en.svg/700px-IP_spoofing_en.svg.png�
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combined 24 years in prison.  SpyEye was used to harvest and steal over 200,000 credit 
card numbers and resulted in the loss of millions from unsuspecting victims. 
 
THE LATEST BUILDS OF WINDOWS 10 
Wayne Williams of Betanews discusses Builds 14316 and 14328.  Build 14316 offers 
command line use of Bash; a Unix command line tool often used on Linux.  This build also 
offers some cross-device features for Cortana.  Three videos explaining these features 
are linked in this article.  Build 14328 
improves the start menu by merging 
the Most Used and the All Apps lists 
into a single view.  Power, Settings, 
and File Explorer are now always 
visible in the left rail in the Start menu.  
If you have a tablet with active pen, 
Windows Ink will allow you to write on 
your device as you would paper.  
There are dozens of other 
improvements to both these builds.  If 
you attended Ed Alexander’s 
Windows 8 & 10 Workshop, Tuesday, April 19, 2016, you likely heard about many of these 
features.  If not, check out these articles and the features on your Windows 10 device. 
 
WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR COMPUTER FREEZES OR LOCKS UP 
If you attended Ray Pollock’s Internet Workshop on Thursday, April 07, 2016, you may 
have visited the article linked above.  Some of us have developed bad habits and risks 
data loss when trying to recover from a frozen PC.  Consider some of the methods 
mentioned in this article before and/or after pulling the plug from your computer.  
  
NOTE… the FPCUG does not endorse products or services of any kind . 
 
 

EVENTS IN COMPUTER HISTORY  
(paraphrase and additions to the Iceni Technology Blog by Iceni Technology Contributor Rebecca 
Coe and historical data from the websites http://www.computerhope.com/history/ and 
http://www.historyorb.com/) 
 
-- May 1 -- 

The integrated circuit manufacturer AMD was founded by 
Jerry Sanders and seven former employees of Fairchild 
Semiconductor (1969). 

http://betanews.com/
http://betanews.com/2016/04/06/windows-10-build-14316/
http://betanews.com/2016/04/22/windows-10-build-14328/
http://betanews.com/2016/04/06/windows-10-build-14316/
http://www.komando.com/columns/353082/what-to-do-when-your-computer-freezes-or-locks-up
http://www.iceni.com/blog/events-in-computing-history-%e2%80%93-september/
http://www.computerhope.com/history/
http://www.historyorb.com/
http://betanews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Updated-Start-1024x683-768x512.png�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7c/AMD_Logo.svg�
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-- May 1 -- 
At approximately 4:00am, May 1, 1964, John Kemeny and Thomas 
Kurtz ran the first program written in BASIC (Beginner’s All-purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code), launching the Dartmouth Timesharing 
System (DTSS) at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire 
on a General Electric 225 mainframe computer. 

 
-- May 2 -- 
Microsoft Introduced the 2-Button Mouse on May 2, 1983. 
 
-- May 2 -- 

Microsoft released the Microsoft Word word processor for personal computers 
(May 2, 1983).  Price: US$229 

 
-- May 2 -- 
Perhaps the fastest moving and most widespread computer 
virus, “The Love Letter” infected 2.5 to 3 million of the 
approximately 55 million computers it encounters (May 2, 
2000).  The virus was spread worldwide via electronic mail.  
Lost income from system downtime was estimated to have 
cost $8.7 billion. 
 
-- May 3 -- 

Garry Kasparov beat IBM’s Deep Blue in the first of six 
matches in what many consider the ultimate test of 
artificial intelligence.  Kasparov eventually lost the 
match along with the $1.1 million purse to the IBM 
supercomputer, which he had previously claimed could 
never surpass a human’s ability to play chess.  The 
RS/6000 SP parallel processing computer could analyze 
200 million chess positions per second. 
 

-- May 5 -- 
English electrical engineer G. W. A. Dummer, predicted the fabrication of all electronic 
components of a circuit or system in a single block of semiconductor material (May 5, 
1952).  Several special-function devices were developed at Bell Labs and RCA before 
Jack Kilby at TI demonstrated a general-purpose concept "integrated circuit" in 1958. 
 
-- May 5 -- 
 
WordPerfect shipped WordPerfect 5.0 for the PC 
(May 5, 1988).  Price: $500. 
 

http://thisdayintechhistory.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/medium_microsoftmouse-300x189.jpg�
http://www.dartmouth.edu/its-tools/images/timeline/1001.jpg�
https://www.f-secure.com/virus-info/v-pics/love1.jpg�
http://www.wired.com/playbook/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/deep-blue-kasparov.jpg�
http://www.dosbox.com/wiki/images/a/a6/Software-WordPerfect5.png�
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-- May 6 -- 
The EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator) ran and 
completed its first calculation at the University of Cambridge 
Mathematical Laboratory, England on May 6, 1949.  The EDSAC 
calculated a table of squares and a list of prime numbers. 
 
 

-- May 7 -- 
Japanese multinational conglomerate Sony was founded by Akio Morita 
and Masaru Ibuka, in bomb damaged Tokyo (1946). 
 
-- May 8 -- 

The New York Times announced on May 8, 1995 that it would join eight 
other newspaper publishers in the New Century Network, with the goal 
of linking local online news services into a national network on the World 

Wide Web.  The popularity of online news has grown along with the Web itself. 
 
-- May 10 -- 
Gordon Teal of Texas Instruments Inc. refined methods to cheaply 
produce a silicon-based junction transistor that would replace vacuum 
tubes in computers and other electronic devices. 
 
-- May 11 -- 

 
Jay Forrester patented computer core memory (1951). 
 
 

-- May 11 -- 
"VisiCalc" was first demonstrated to the public May 11, 1979.  
Harvard MBA candidate Daniel Bricklin and programmer 
Robert Frankston demonstrated VisiCalc, the program that 
made a business machine of the personal computer, for the 
Apple II. VisiCalc (for visible calculator) automated the 
recalculation of spreadsheets.  More than 100,000 copies 
were sold in the first year. 

 
-- May 12 -- 
Konrad Zuse completed his Z3 computer on May 12, 1941.  
The Z3 was the first program-controlled electromechanical 
digital computer.  It followed in the footsteps of the Z1 - the 
world’s first binary digital computer - which Zuse developed in 
1938.  Much of Zuse’s work was destroyed in World War II, 
although the Z4, his most sophisticated creation, survives. 

http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/relics/jpegs/edsac_wilkes.jpg�
http://www.trademarkia.com/logo-images/new-century-network/ncn-new-century-network-74667293.jpg�
http://www.101101.io/siliconengine/1951-1-2.jpg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7a/Visicalc.png�
http://history-computer.com/ModernComputer/Relays/images/Zuse_Z3.jpg�
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-- May 13 -- 
Len Shustek and Harry Saal found Network General Corp. on May 13, 1986.  Network 
General Corp. was a major provider of management solutions for computer networks until 
its merger with McAfee Associates in 1997 to form Network Associates.  Headquartered in 
Menlo Park, California, the company's first product was "The Sniffer," a diagnostic tool for 
analyzing communications protocol problems in Local Area Networks. 
 
-- May 14 -- 

Texas Instruments announced it would begin selling an advanced 
microprocessor to compete with Intel's 486 chip (May 14, 1992).  Also called 
the 486, the chip was designed by the Texas company Cyrix Corp.  Texas 
Instruments' move was not successful in weakening Intel's dominance of the 
microprocessor industry. 

 
-- May 14 -- 
The second ever web browser, LMB (Line 
Mode Browser), was released (1991).  
Developed by W3C/CERN, the LMB 
worked with several different operating 
systems and computer terminals.  Also 
known as just the www browser, the LMB 
was limited to rendering text and numbers 
and had problems with elements such as 
collapsing whitespace, frames and tables. 
 
-- May 17 -- 
Greek archaeologist Valerios Stais discovered the Antikythera mechanism 
(replica and link right), an ancient mechanical analog computer (1902). 
 
 
-- May 18 -- 
The US Department of Justice and twenty US states filed suit against Microsoft Corp. 
(1998).  Bundling Internet Explorer with the operating systems it sold gave Microsoft an 
unfair advantage over its competitors (e.g., Netscape Navigator and Opera). 
 
-- May 22 -- 

 
 
IBM announced its first electronic computer, the Model 701 (May 
21, 1952).  The announcement signaled that IBM was 
transitioning from a punch card supply and equipment company 
and entering the computer business. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikythera_mechanism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikythera_mechanism�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6b/Line_Mode_Browser_Wikipedia.png�
http://mixeurpc.free.fr/SITE_x86-guide/Photos/Grandes/25/Cyrix Cx486DX-40 01.jpg�
http://www.columbia.edu/cu/computinghistory/grosch.gif�
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-- May 22 -- 
The popular arcade game, Pac-Man, was released in Japan.  As long 
as one life remained, Pac-Man could be played through level 255.  The 
game has a bug with the subroutine that draws the fruit on the screen 
and corrupts at level 256.  The enemies in Pac-Man actually have 
characters and nicknames: 
o    Red enemy – Shadow/”Blinky” 
o    Pink enemy – Speedy/”Pinky” 
o    Blue enemy – Bashful/”Inky” 
o    Orange enemy – Pokey/“Clyde” 

 
-- May 22 -- 
The presentation program Microsoft PowerPoint was officially launched as part 
of the Microsoft Office suite on May 22, 1990. 
 
-- May 22 -- 

Microsoft released the first successful version of Windows, 
Windows 3.0 (1990).  Windows 3.0 couldn’t run in full color on 8086 
machines as the EGA and VGA color drivers required a 286 card, 

something the 8086s didn’t have.  Windows 3.0 had 3 different memory modes:  Real 
Mode, Standard Mode and 386 Enhanced Mode. 
 
-- May 22 -- 
Robert Metcalfe, a researcher at the Xerox Palo Alto Research 
Center in California, proposed an "Ethernet," a means of 
connecting computers together (May 22, 1973). Metcalfe 
described the document, typed out on an IBM Selectric typewriter, 
as follows: "Ether Acquisition" ... heavy with handwritten 
annotations -- one of which was "ETHER!" -- and with hand-drawn 
diagrams -- one of which showed `boosters' interconnecting branched cable, telephone, 
and radio ethers in what we now call an internet.... If Ethernet was invented in any one 
memo, by any one person, or on any one day, this was it." 
 
-- May 24 -- 

Wes Clark began his work on LINC, or the Laboratory 
Instrument Computer, at MIT's Lincoln Laboratory (1961). 
His plan was to create a computer for biomedical research 
that was:  easy to program and maintain, could be 
communicated with while it operated, and could process 
biotechnical signals directly.  Building on his previous 
experience in developing the Whirlwind, TX-0, and other 
early computers, Clark set to work on one of the earliest 
examples of a "user friendly" machine -- setting the standard 

for personal computer design in the following decades. 

http://nerdist.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Pac-Man-Kill-Screen.jpg�
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b0/Microsoft_PowerPoint_2013_logo.svg�
http://vignette3.wikia.nocookie.net/my-favorite-logos/images/d/d7/Win30logo.png/revision/latest?cb=20151107004700�
http://www.ohio.edu/people/bv258706/images/metcalfe.jpg�
http://history-computer.com/ModernComputer/Personal/images/1962LINCandWesley.jpg�
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-- May 25-27 -- 
 
The first ever World Wide Web Conference (WWW1) was 
held in Geneva, Switzerland (May 25-27, 1994).  380 
participants attended the conference to discuss 
standardization and the impact of the internet on present 
day technologies, modern society and culture. 
 

 
-- May 27 – 
Wang Laboratories introduced the Wang Professional Computer, 
featuring Intel 16-bit processors (1982).  Prices:  $2700-9000. 
 
-- May 27 – 

Microsoft released Windows 2.1x, the first version that 
required a hard disk drive (May 27, 1988).  Windows 2.1x 
was released less than a year after Windows 2.0 to take 
advantage of new features of both Intel 80286 and 80386 
processors).  The two versions were initially marketed as 
Windows/286 and Windows/386.  Windows/386 protected 
mode kernel provided system access to enhanced features 
(e.g., virtual memory and paging). 
 

-- May 28 -- 
A committee formed to develop COBOL, or the Common Business Oriented Language on 
May 28, 1959. The group of researchers, drawn from several computer manufacturers and 
the Pentagon, designed a program for business use that sought easy readability and as 
much machine independence as possible.  Programmer Howard Bromberg feared the 
language had no future.  However, it continues to be used by businesses today. 
 
-- May 29 -- 

The Eastman Kodak Co. introduced an electronic publishing system 
called Ektaprint Electronic Publishing System on May 29, 1985.  
Ektaprint was designed to edit, print, and update text and graphics 
for publications. The $50,000 system included parts designed by Sun 
Microsystems Inc., Canon Inc., and Interleaf Inc. 
 

-- May 30 -- 
AT&T held a meeting (1996) to announce a video phone system that allowed personal 
computers to make and receive video phone calls over standard telephone lines.  In years 
of efforts by AT&T and others to find success in the technology, the AT&T system made 
use of Intel's Pentium processors and compression software to allow both video and audio 
information to share a phone line rather than a high-capacity ISDN, T-1, or T-3 line. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/8/8f/Windows_2.1.png�
http://www.kodak.com/country/US/en/corp/kodakHistory/impactOfPictures.shtml�
http://www.abc.net.au/news/image/5467510-3x2-940x627.gif�
http://www.mauseum.net/Wang/Wang_2.jpg�

